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        On the following page is your AstroLocality Report. An astrological analysis of what you are likely to
experience in the cities and towns that you selected is given. The astrological influences that are strongest begin
with three asterisks (***) and appear at the beginning of the report. Next are the influences with one asterisk (*),
which are strong but not as important as the astrological influences that have three asterisks. The astrological

influences with no asterisks are at the end of report and are weakest, but they are also significant in your life.

        The AstroLocality Report uses astrological methods developed through the latter half of the 20th century,
and refined through extensive research, some of which is described in the book "AstroLocality Magic".

Information about Category Scores:

After the individual interpretations of astrological influences for each town that you selected are scores for 10
categories. Typically, several categories have a score of zero and this is normal. Do not be alarmed that many
categories have a score of zero! This simply means that this category is not especially highlighted in this
geographic area. A category with a score of 1 to about 25 has a very weak emphasis on the category, from 26
to 50 is still a bit weak, 51 to 75 is modest, 76 to 100 is fairly strong, 101 to 150 is strong, 151 to 250 is very
strong, 251 to 500 is extremely strong, and 501 to 1000 occurs very rarely and is is tremendously strong and

powerful. Even though a score of 51 to 75 is modest, it is still clearly evident and you will find some emphasis on

the category with scores in this range. Scores about 100 are strong and good for the category of interest. For
example, a score of 51 to 75 in Vocation and Career indicates that the place is good for career and progress in
career is likely to better in this place than in most places. A score of over 100 indiates that this is a place where
you can advance in your career. Places with scores above 150 are among some of the best places. What about a

score of only 26 to 50? Although low, this score still provides some good career opportunities. On the other
hand, a score of zero means that you must rely primarily on your own resources, talents, and skills that will be
effective anywhere, and you can still succeed but in other places you are likely to have better luck at attracting
good opportunities.

THE FRIENDSHIP AND FAMILY SCORE is especially important if you reside in this location, but it is not as
critically important if you are only visiting this place or conducting business here. The Friendship and Family score

does not need to be high for you to love the place where you live, and a score of just 10 or 15 points is sufficient
for you to feel comfortable and at home. If the score is zero, then there is a possibility that you may never feel
that you are at home in this location.

For places where the score is zero in the Friendship and Family cateogry, the DETAILED FRIENDSHIP AND
FAMILY SCORE is especially important. The Detailed Friendship and Family score is rarely zero and a high
score here shows that you may participate in social activities, clubs, religious or educational organizations, and

other pursuits that help you feel comfortable in this place and that close friendships can eventually develop here.
If the Detailed Friendship and Family score is also zero, then this simply is not likely to be a good place for you
reside.

If you are looking to meet that special person for a romantic relationship, you are likely to find that you have



good luck in places where the LOVE AND ROMANCE SCORE is high. These are places where you are
inclined to feel that the place is romantic and beautiful and you attract romance into your life.

A score of zero in the VOCATION AND CAREER area indicates that your career does not get an extra boost

in this location; your employment situation may be adequate and satisfactory, but it is unlikely that circumstances
in this location will push you to focus most of your energies on vocation and career. A high score in Vocation and
Career indicates that in this place you are likely to devote more attention to your work, to achieve and
accomplish more, and consequently to reach a relatively high level of success.

A high score in the OPTIMISM AND OPPORTUNITY category indicates that you are likely to have many
enjoyable experiences in this area, to have an active social life, and explore different things. You are likely to mix

with different kinds of people and this larger social network and range of activities does bring some welcome
opportunities. A score of zero in this category indicates that you are likely to be highly focused on the things that
you are commited to and relatively undistracted; unexpected good luck is not likely to come to you here.

A high score in EDUCATION AND COMMUNCIATION indicates that this is a place where you are likely to
take classes and learn new things. You will find yourself in situations where you are speaking or writing, and
sharing ideas with others.

The CULTURE AND CREATIVITY category is especially important for artists and lovers of the arts. A high
score in this category indicates that you become involved in creative and interesting ways of doing things and you
pay more attention to the creative, playful, and entertaining sides of life than you do in most other places.

A high score in the RESPONSIBILITY AND FOCUS category indicates that you are likely to be given
important respnsibilities in this area and you take life seriously here. You are likely to feel inspired to get involved

in an exercise program, improve your skills, get your financial situation in order, be especially responsible at
work. A score of zero in this category indicates that you are not likely to feel burdened down by responsibilities
and even your own conscience while here. A score of zero here is good if this is a place that you are planning to
visit for a vacation or relaxation.

A high score in the IMAGINATION AND INSPIRATION category indicates that your ideals, dreams, and
visions are very strong in this area. Life becomes more meaningful to you because you feel more inspired, and

you feel motivated by your dreams and aspirations. However, your strong imagination may also cloud your
vision, and you may be more gullible than usual here. A score of zero in this category does not mean that you
lack imagination here, and it does have the advantage that you may be more practical and effective here than you

are in places where the score for Imagination and Inpsiration is high. A high score in the Imagination and
Inspiration category is very good for places where you wish to vacation and relax! This place is, in fact, ideal
because your imagination soars here and you are able to step outside your usual frame of reference and to feel a
greater sense of magic and awe while you are in this location.

A high score in the EXCITEMENT AND INSTABILITY category indicates that events are likely to occur that
you did not anticipate and situations unfold differently from what could have been predicted beforehand. Do not

take extreme risks or be foolhardy in this area because doing so is likely to bring about accidents and mishaps
while here. A score of zero does not mean that life is dull and uneventful, and most people prefer places where
the score in this category is zero ot at least very low.

Final Note:

You may find that the interpretations and the category scores are amazingly accurate. However, keep in mind

that astrological theories have not been validated scientifically, and you should always use your own judgment
and discrimination in making decisions. There are many non-astrological factors as well as undiscovered
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astrological factors which may also affect your life, so do not let the overall impressive accuracy of these
interpretations cause you to place complete faith in the analysis given.

Your AstroLocality Report is based on the following astrological data:

Sun     12 Can 50               Saturn   7 Tau 05
Moon    24 Pis 13               Uranus   0 Lib 13
Mercury 24 Gem 35               Neptune 26 Sco 14
Venus   28 Tau 01               Pluto   22 Vir 41
Mars     1 Sag 46               Asc     21 Cap 57
Jupiter 28 Vir 41               MC      16 Sco 12

Tropical  Placidus   Daylight Saving Time observed

GMT: 00:59:28   Time Zone: 5 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 40 N 46    73 W 59  
Calculations are In Mundo

Aspects and Orbs:
                                 Strong    Medium    Weak
Conjunction and Opposition       3º 00'    6º 00'    9º 00'
Trine and Sextile                2º 00'    4º 00'    6º 00'
Square                           2º 00'    4º 00'    6º 00'
SemiSquare and Sesquiquadrate    0º 10'    1º 00'    1º 30'
Semisextile and Quincunx         0º 10'    1º 00'    1º 30'
Quintiles, Septiles and Noviles  0º 10'    1º 00'    1º 30'
Conjunct and Opp to Midpoints    0º 10'    1º 00'    1º 30'
16th Harmonic                    0º 05'    0º 30'    0º 45'

ASTROLOGIOS.COM
Astro reports and Forecasts
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1: NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA    29N57'16" 90W04'30"   12 CP 30   29 LI 43

*** Descendant Conjunct Sun ***     (Orb: 0 Deg 20 Min)
        Important relationships develop here. A friend may help you get a better job, for example, or you might
form a business partnership. You are well-received by others, and make a strong impact on the local community.

*** Ascendant Trine Jupiter ***    (Orb: 0 Deg 40 Min)
        You are able to make friends and acquaintances here. You are drawn into a social circle and good
opportunities present themselves. You enjoy yourself, and find time to party, socialize, and explore.

*** Ascendant Sextile Moon ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 39 Min)
        A good place for you. You fall into a natural rhythm here, and things fall into place nicely. If you live in this
area, it will become very comfortable, and you will find it difficult to leave.

*** Ascendant Square Saturn ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 04 Min)
        Life is likely to take on a more serious tone than you anticipated while in this area. Responsibilities to others

tend to take up a great deal of time, and you may find that you have little time to "play" or relax.

*** Descendant Quintile Pluto ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 06 Min)
        You encounter some interesting and unusual people. Artists, business people, and others who pursue their
dream with passion can inspire you and awaken your own inner resources.

* Ascendant Trine Uranus *      (Orb: 2 Deg 30 Min)

        A lively, spirited quality enters your life while in this area. You open up to new ideas and you get involved in
creative new interests. This influence is so natural that you may not consciously recognize the extent to which you
are more free-spirited while in this area.

* Descendant Sextile Jupiter *      (Orb: 2 Deg 37 Min)
        You are able to make friends and acquaintances here. You are drawn into a social circle and good
opportunities present themselves. You enjoy yourself, and find time to party, socialize, and explore.

* Descendant Sextile Uranus *      (Orb: 3 Deg 10 Min)
        A lively, spirited quality enters your life while in this area. You open up to new ideas and you get involved in

creative new interests. This influence is so natural that you may not consciously recognize the extent to which you
are more free-spirited while in this area.

* MC Trine Mercury *      (Orb: 3 Deg 30 Min)

        A great place for you to study and learn. Business activities are also favored because communications tend
to be clear and unambiguous. Contracts and negotiations tend to go smoothly.

* Ascendant SemiSquare Mars *      (Orb: 0 Deg 58 Min)
        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, perhaps team sports, and
other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to avoid arguments and hostility because there is a

tendency for hostility to arise when frustrations are encountered.

* Descendant Septile Venus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 19 Min)
        Good commitment in relationships, and people treat you with respect, but relationships may be unexciting,

perhaps even boring.
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* MC Biseptile Sun *      (Orb: 0 Deg 51 Min)
        Your vocation or career is likely to be stable and well-focused if you live in this geographic area.

* IC Triseptile Neptune *      (Orb: 0 Deg 59 Min)

        This astrological influence is subtle and may be difficult to notice. Your ideals and dreams mature and
deepen here, but can become a bit dormant if you allow them to.

* MC Conjunct Jupiter/Neptune *      (Orb: 0 Deg 50 Min)
        If you live in this area, you are likely to have pursued some exotic or risky ventures while living here. Your
imagination is strong and you feel restless and unwilling to live a life that is too mundane or unexciting. If you are
realistic, practical, and dedicated to your goals, these qualities can work to your benefit. A great place to

vacation.

* MC Conjunct Uranus/Neptune *      (Orb: 0 Deg 14 Min)
        Your imagination and intuition are very strong here. You feel motivated to look at things in a new way. Your
work and career are likely to take unusual twists and turns. You are extremely sensitive and may have mystical
experiences, but you need to also try to maintain a healthy, positive life style so that there is stability, continuity,
progress, and advancement in your life as well.

* MC Conjunct Neptune/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 41 Min)
        You feel inspired in this area, and this is a good place to visit. You may become zealous about a religious
idea or your inspirations while in this area. You feel that your dreams and goals really can be achieved. If you live
here, you also need patience, dedication, and mental clarity to reach your dreams; otherwise, you could be led

astray by well intentioned but misguided plans.

IC Conjunct Saturn       (Orb: 7 Deg 53 Min)
        Responsibilities and obligations may feel overwhelming at times. You may find it difficult to enlist the help of
others. This geographic area tends to be challenging and stressful. Focus on what is important and keep a
positive outlook, and you can keep your life on track.

Descendant Trine Moon       (Orb: 4 Deg 16 Min)
        A good place for you. You fall into a natural rhythm here, and things fall into place nicely. If you live in this

area, it will become very comfortable, and you will find it difficult to leave.

Ascendant Septile Neptune        (Orb: 1 Deg 20 Min)

        While in this geographic region you periodically become inspired about a grand dream or vision, perhaps a
feeling that you can win the lottery or strike it rich in some other way, or solve problems in your life very easily.
These inspirations have the potential to stimulate new creative activities, but can also lead to deception,
disappointment, and disillusionment.

Ascendant Septile Neptune        (Orb: 1 Deg 20 Min)
        Avoid becoming enmeshed in relationships where one person is dependent on the other and this

dependency prevents growth. If handled properly, this could be a place for a maturing of your values and ideals.

IC Triseptile Uranus       (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)

        In this geographic area you tend to experience a struggle to bring new ideas into your work environment,
while encountering resistence. If you persist in the effort, you gradually will make progress.

MC Conjunct Mars/Jupiter       (Orb: 1 Deg 28 Min)

        A great place for work and career! You are likely to get excellent support from others and opportunities
that are very good for you. You find yourself in an environment where there is a lot of opportunity for growth and
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expansion and also the drive and ambition to achieve these goals.

Agena on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min)
        When you are in this location, you expect other people to suggest extreme activities.  This can be very

exciting, especially where sex is concerned.

IC Conjunct fixed star Baten Kaitos       (Orb: 0 Deg 09 Min)
        To be comfortable in this locality, you need a home and lifestyle that support your desire for simplicity.

Procyon on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 08 Min)
        You tend to be bull-headed when in this locality. You may lack judgment in the selection of associates, who

tend to take what they want, regardless of the law.

IC Conjunct fixed star Sharatan       (Orb: 0 Deg 36 Min)
        You have a somewhat careless attitude in this locality. You would be wise to keep your home in good
repair, and to protect it from natural disasters, to the extent that is possible. You and your family will benefit more
in other locations.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           0
Detailed Friendship and Family:  0
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             963
Optimism and Opportunity:        0
Education and Communication:     119
Culture and Creativity:          107
Responsibility and Focus:        263
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      0

2: BERLIN WEST, GERMANY      52N29  13E21   15 GE 13   8 AQ 39

*** MC Quintile Mars ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 07 Min)
        You attract good opportunities in the professional world, and you should be able to find good employment
in this geographic area.

*** Descendant Novile Uranus ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 10 Min)
        Relationships with friends and families undergo some changes, which is a difficult transition, but the long-

term results are likely to positive.

* Ascendant SemiSextile Sun *      (Orb: 0 Deg 22 Min)

        You form strong relationships with others here. The nature of the relationships change over time. Sometimes
you are placed in a position of leadership, and other times you are called upon to work in a service capacity with
little control over the situation. You must adapt and be flexible.

* IC Biseptile Neptune *      (Orb: 0 Deg 25 Min)
        This astrological influence is subtle and may be difficult to notice. Your ideals and dreams mature and
deepen here, but can become a bit dormant if you allow them to.

* Descendant Novile Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 25 Min)
        Enjoyable dinners and outings make this a very pleasant place to be.
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* IC Conjunct Mercury/Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 39 Min)
        You approach your goals and dreams with a broader sensitivity than you do in other places. You are able
to incorporate more varied ideas in creative projects and your awareness of resources available to you expands.
A good place to broaden perspectives and pursue goals on a larger scale than you have before.

* IC Conjunct Mercury/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 48 Min)
        A visit to this area can help you see your life and problems in general with greater depth. You are mentally
keen and you can feel a new enthusiasm about pursuing those things that are most meaningful to you, but you can
become a bit obsessive about ideas and myopic in your perspective on life as well.

Ascendant Conjunct Venus       (Orb: 7 Deg 56 Min)

        You simply love this area! You attract love and beauty into your life, and a romantic relationship can
develop and blossom here.

Ascendant Trine Pluto       (Orb: 4 Deg 58 Min)
        You do things with passion and conviction while in this area. Others may enlist you to participate in their
zealous mission. Fortunately, these activities, in general, are likely to be of a positive nature.

MC Square Saturn       (Orb: 5 Deg 33 Min)
        This geographic area is a very tricky one for you. It is likely that you will move or visit this area when you
are undergoing a major life change, or considerable self-doubt. This area can be good for self-questioning and
re-orienting but in the long run, tends to present obstacles and challenges to both your career and home life.

Ascendant Sesquiquadrate Jupiter      (Orb: 1 Deg 01 Min)
        While in this area you socialize a great deal and are rather outgoing. You may become a member of large

organizations. Be wary of a tendency of some offers or hopes to be overly inflated.

MC SemiSquare Moon       (Orb: 1 Deg 23 Min)
        You are likely to feel alienated from the social customs of this area. Interestingly, this is true regardless of

what the social customs are! With some adjustments, you can feel comfortable here, but it does require some
effort.

MC Triseptile Sun       (Orb: 1 Deg 25 Min)
        Your vocation or career is likely to be stable and well-focused if you live in this geographic area.

IC Opposition Mercury/Uranus       (Orb: 1 Deg 15 Min)
        Your thinking becomes more creative while in this geographic area. You can get an entirely new perspective
on how to pursue your goals, and you can come up with inventive, new approaches to your work. You may also
find that it is much easier to come up with a new idea than it is to successfully implement it, and it sometimes

requires more patience than you have to successfully execute an idea. You are a bit impulsive and impatient at
times here, and you should be careful and conservative when driving to avoid accidents.

IC Conjunct fixed star Asellus Australis       (Orb: 0 Deg 20 Min)
        When in this location, your mind will naturally focus on your inner thoughts.  Thus you are not as available to
family members as you would be in other localities.

IC Conjunct fixed star Asellus Borealis       (Orb: 0 Deg 41 Min)
        While in this region, you believe that other people are not trustworthy. Thus you are extremely cautious
about making new friends here.

Baten Kaitos on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min)
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        You feel a deep need for caution and privacy here.  You may expect others to feel the same way, and you
are surprised when you find that they don't share your tendency toward caution and seclusion.

MC Conjunct fixed star Deneb Adige       (Orb: 0 Deg 58 Min)

        This is a good location for you to exercise your artistic and intellectual skills. Use your well-developed
intellect in this region, and you will push your career ahead in more ways than you thought possible.

Hyades II on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 01 Min)
        Your elevated sexual drive has a strong impact on how people respond to you in this locality. You tend to
meet people who either live to fulfill their physical urges, or who channel much of that energy into career and
creative pursuits.

Menkar on (just above) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 39 Min)
        You feel like you are living "on the edge" when you are in this region, and you worry a lot. While you may
gain through inheritance, you wonder if it is worth the difficulties involved.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           0
Detailed Friendship and Family:  0
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             0
Optimism and Opportunity:        0
Education and Communication:     0
Culture and Creativity:          0
Responsibility and Focus:        370
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      0

3: LONDON, ENGLAND           51N30  0W10   25 TA 54   25 CP 35

*** Descendant Conjunct Mars ***     (Orb: 2 Deg 08 Min)

        Try not to get into arguments or fights while in this area. There is a tendency to attract aggressive partners.
Positively, you may develop a strong, ambitious partnership with the energy to achieve mutual goals, but the
inability to handle frustrations well inclines towards arguments or hostility.

*** MC Trine Venus ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 07 Min)
        A very pleasant place for you. You enjoy good relationships at both work and at home, and romantic
relationships tend to work out well.

*** MC Trine Jupiter ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 44 Min)
        Excellent opportunities in your career, vocation, or business pursuits. Doors open for you, and you can find

a good job and have a nice home life in this area.

*** IC Trine Mars ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 24 Min)
        An excellent geographic area for career, vocation, and business activities, especially if you are ambitious but

not too pushy or hostile. The ability to achieve a great deal and make solid progress.

*** Ascendant SemiSextile Moon ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 01 Min)

        You form strong personal relationships and friendships. These relationships undergo changes, and at
different times you may find yourself taking care of others, being taken care of by others, or finding roles
changing in other ways. You must adapt and be flexible.
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* Descendant Conjunct Neptune *      (Orb: 3 Deg 15 Min)
        You encounter others who have great imagination and sensitivity, but a lack of maturity and a weak sense of
responsibility. You can have fun with others here, but be very cautious to not involve yourself with people of low
morals or poor character.

* Descendant Conjunct Pluto *      (Orb: 5 Deg 21 Min)
        You will encounter people in this area that are likely to have a big effect on your life. Perhaps they will
become life-long friends or change the direction of your life in some way. There is likely to be both good and bad
effects from these relationships; the relationships cannot be avoided, but how you handle them is up to you.

* MC Trine Uranus *      (Orb: 2 Deg 55 Min)

        If you are looking for greater freedom and creativity in your work, then this may very well be a good place
for you. You attract situations that allow you a great deal of freedom, and your creative energies tend to work
positively for you here.

* MC Trine Pluto *      (Orb: 2 Deg 02 Min)
        You tend to get obsessed with work and plans for the future, or you may become involved with people
who are obsessed. You attract situations that push you to new levels, and change your approach to your job.

The process is not always comfortable, but it can help propel you forward.

* IC Trine Moon *      (Orb: 2 Deg 52 Min)
        You feel very comfortable in this geographic area. You are likely to create a very pleasant home life, and
you enjoy a wide circle of friends and acquaintances.

* IC Trine Neptune *      (Orb: 3 Deg 13 Min)

        You are able to approach your work with greater imagination and creativity in this geographic area. You
are more inspired and sensitive, and you are also able to focus more on your dreams and the things that are really
meaningful to you.

* Descendant Square Mercury *      (Orb: 2 Deg 41 Min)
        There is some resistence to your ideas in this area. You may find that simple negotiations or communications
sometimes require extra effort to ensure that are communicated clearly. With some effort and adjustment,

however, you can succeed in your efforts.

* Ascendant SemiSquare Sun *      (Orb: 0 Deg 33 Min)

        You get a lot of attention in this area, and you are able to achieve a good deal, but it also requires a great
deal of effort as well, and you sometimes may feel like you are struggling too much.

* Ascendant Quincunx Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 23 Min)

        You are popular in this area, and enjoy the company of a large number of friends and acquaintances, but
you are also likely to find that some of these relationships are based on more superficial interests and values than
you would like.

* Descendant Quintile Sun *      (Orb: 0 Deg 20 Min)
        Professional employment opportunities are strong in this area, and you are likely to succeed in your

profession here.

* Descendant Biquintile Moon *      (Orb: 0 Deg 16 Min)
        A sense of history and social trends, and a better psychological understanding of yourself and others is

likely to grow while in this area.
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* Descendant 7/16 Saturn       (Orb: 0 Deg 29 Min)
        Life is likely to take on a more serious tone than you anticipated while in this area. Responsibilities to others
tend to take up a great deal of time, and you may find that you have little time to "play" or relax.

* Ascendant Conjunct Moon/Mercury *      (Orb: 0 Deg 50 Min)
        You tend to have good friendships here. People who are caring and intelligent share their concerns with
you. A good place to develop a better understanding of historical and social trends as well.

* Ascendant Conjunct Venus/Saturn *      (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min)
        You are not likely to have lots of friends and a very active social life here, but it is possible that you might
make a few very close friends. Life tends to be simple, perhaps a bit boring or unexciting.

* Descendant Conjunct Mars/Neptune *      (Orb: 0 Deg 47 Min)
        While in this area you feel inspired to follow your dreams. Your mind drifts to thoughts of what you really
want to do, and you are more willing to sacrifice material benefits in order to pursue what is meaningful. Others
will offer to help you as well, but a lack of complete honesty with yourself and on the part of others can lead to
disillusionment. Avoid becoming closely involved with people who show indications of lacking self-discipline or
personal integrity.

* Descendant Conjunct Neptune/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 58 Min)
        In this geographic area deep longings and your deepest dreams and visions come to the surface. You feel a
need to follow your dream, and you find it difficult to live and work in an environment that is too mundane and
uninspiring. Be wary of a tendency to become involved with people who are inspired and imaginative, but

emotionally unbalanced.

* MC Conjunct Moon/Mars *      (Orb: 0 Deg 44 Min)
        You have a strong competitive spirit when you are in this area, and you are likely to find yourself becoming
involved in competitions. Beware of a tendency for the competitive atmosphere to become hostile, and avoid
people who have a short temper.

* IC Conjunct Venus/Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 19 Min)
        You attract comfortable work situations, and you have opportunities to become more financially successful

in this geographic area. However, you may also spend money faster than you can make it, so don't abuse the
"good luck" you have here. You tend to have lots of friends and acquaintances and have many enjoyable times
here.

* IC Conjunct Venus/Uranus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 54 Min)
        You will find yourself feeling less inhibited and more spontaneous in this geographic area. A good place to
get your creative juices flowing. However, you may also find that it is difficult to maintain long term commitments

with others.

* IC Conjunct Venus/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 28 Min)

        If you are married, you can expect that your relationship with your spouse will become very intense,
eventually leading either to greater intimacy or to extreme mutual frustration. In this geographic area, you are also
passionate about life in general, and you can pursue your goals with intensity.

Ascendant Conjunct Venus       (Orb: 6 Deg 26 Min)
        You simply love this area! You attract love and beauty into your life, and a romantic relationship can
develop and blossom here.

Ascendant Conjunct Saturn       (Orb: 7 Deg 02 Min)
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        Challenges and obstacles are encountered in this area. You are forced to focus on basics and develop
greater discipline. You may feel lonely or unappreciated here.

Ascendant Trine Mars       (Orb: 4 Deg 55 Min)

        You are able to gain the cooperation and interest of others in this area. Good teamwork and cooperation
leads to success. A good place to accomplish tasks that require the cooperation of others. You get your life in
good working order here.

Acumen on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 08 Min)
        In this location you expect other people to understand your emotional responses. This can be a good thing,
in that you can get closer to others. However, you can expect difficulties unless you state your desires out loud.

MC Conjunct fixed star Altair       (Orb: 0 Deg 14 Min)
        Your mind is particularly sharp here. If you are in the legal or military profession, or if your career benefits
from clarity in legal matters, this is a good geographic region for your career.

Antares on (just above) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 20 Min)
        Because your internal gyroscope is set on career and success while in this location, you may increase your

income, but it may be a short-lived improvement. Matters of a military nature go well in this region.

Fomalhaut on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 56 Min)
        Your mental quickness in this locality helps you to choose partnerships that may carry you to the top of
your social or professional world.

MC Conjunct fixed star Terebellum       (Orb: 0 Deg 57 Min)

        If you are willing to do just about anything to get ahead, then this locality serves you well.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           1000
Detailed Friendship and Family:  1000
Love and Romance:                1000
Vocation and Career:             644
Optimism and Opportunity:        851
Education and Communication:     0
Culture and Creativity:          1000
Responsibility and Focus:        0
Imagination and Inspiration:     1000
Excitement and Instability:      425

4: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS         41N51  87W39   6 CP 49   2 SC 15

*** Ascendant Trine Uranus ***    (Orb: 0 Deg 07 Min)
        A lively, spirited quality enters your life while in this area. You open up to new ideas and you get involved in
creative new interests. This influence is so natural that you may not consciously recognize the extent to which you
are more free-spirited while in this area.

*** Descendant Sextile Jupiter ***    (Orb: 0 Deg 44 Min)
        You are able to make friends and acquaintances here. You are drawn into a social circle and good

opportunities present themselves. You enjoy yourself, and find time to party, socialize, and explore.

*** Descendant Sextile Uranus ***    (Orb: 0 Deg 56 Min)

        A lively, spirited quality enters your life while in this area. You open up to new ideas and you get involved in
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creative new interests. This influence is so natural that you may not consciously recognize the extent to which you
are more free-spirited while in this area.

* IC Conjunct Saturn *      (Orb: 5 Deg 27 Min)

        Responsibilities and obligations may feel overwhelming at times. You may find it difficult to enlist the help of
others. This geographic area tends to be challenging and stressful. Focus on what is important and keep a
positive outlook, and you can keep your life on track.

* Ascendant Trine Mercury *      (Orb: 2 Deg 44 Min)
        Negotiations and communications with others go smoothly, and consequently you are able to achieve a
good deal here. You meet interesting people and learn a good deal here.

* Ascendant Trine Jupiter *      (Orb: 2 Deg 18 Min)
        You are able to make friends and acquaintances here. You are drawn into a social circle and good
opportunities present themselves. You enjoy yourself, and find time to party, socialize, and explore.

* Ascendant Sextile Moon *      (Orb: 3 Deg 21 Min)
        A good place for you. You fall into a natural rhythm here, and things fall into place nicely. If you live in this

area, it will become very comfortable, and you will find it difficult to leave.

* MC SemiSextile Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 47 Min)
        You find that there are people, clubs, and activities that welcome you and make you feel at home.
Sometimes the people and activities do not seem extremely important to you, but are pleasant and enjoyable.

* MC SemiSextile Uranus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 24 Min)

        In this geographic region you encounter unexpected events and surprises. Plans often do not work out as
intended, and although at times the surprises are good, too often the disruptions are unwelcome and unhelpful.

* MC SemiSextile Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 29 Min)

        Job offers, friendships, and events of both a positive and negative nature befall you while in this region
regardless of what decisions or course of action you take. Very meaningful, although unfortunately also
sometimes difficult and challenging, events occur to you while in this area.

* MC Biquintile Moon *      (Orb: 0 Deg 37 Min)
        Opportunities for becoming involved in cultural activities are likely to present themselves to you while in this

area.

* MC Triseptile Venus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 40 Min)
        You are likely to feel committed to your family and your career and feel contented, and there is likely to be

stability, but perhaps not enough excitement or enthusiasm among co-workers and colleagues.

* Descendant Conjunct Saturn/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 42 Min)

        You are likely to feel very confined and restricted in this area, or to face unusual challenges and struggles.
You may feel imprisoned against your will, or that life is unfair to you at times. At best, you may find that you
enjoy the solitude and simplicity, but this tends to be a very difficult astrological influence.

* MC Conjunct Mars/Jupiter *      (Orb: 0 Deg 57 Min)
        A great place for work and career! You are likely to get excellent support from others and opportunities
that are very good for you. You find yourself in an environment where there is a lot of opportunity for growth and

expansion and also the drive and ambition to achieve these goals.
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* MC Conjunct Mars/Uranus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 21 Min)
        A very dynamic and powerful place for you! You pursue goals with intensity and impatience. You feel
invigorated but also uncompromising. If allowed to get out of balance, you can become embroiled in arguments
or hostility at work and at home, or you can attract accidents. Try to harness your ambitions and find something

you can really devote yourself to.

* MC Conjunct Mars/Pluto *      (Orb: 0 Deg 48 Min)
        If you live in this area, it is very unlikely that you are unemployed because you feel very motivated to
achieve your goals, and you will work very intensely to improve your life. You are so aggressive in fact, that you
should be wary of getting into power struggles or hostile competition with others. Positively, this can be a place
where you achieve a great deal.

Descendant Conjunct Sun       (Orb: 6 Deg 01 Min)
        Important relationships develop here. A friend may help you get a better job, for example, or you might
form a business partnership. You are well-received by others, and make a strong impact on the local community.

MC Trine Mercury       (Orb: 5 Deg 55 Min)
        A great place for you to study and learn. Business activities are also favored because communications tend

to be clear and unambiguous. Contracts and negotiations tend to go smoothly.

Ascendant Square Saturn       (Orb: 5 Deg 11 Min)
        Life is likely to take on a more serious tone than you anticipated while in this area. Responsibilities to others
tend to take up a great deal of time, and you may find that you have little time to "play" or relax.

Descendant Square Mars       (Orb: 5 Deg 42 Min)

        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, perhaps team sports, and
other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to avoid arguments and hostility because there is a
tendency for hostility to arise when frustrations are encountered.

Ascendant Sesquiquadrate Pluto      (Orb: 1 Deg 23 Min)
        You undergo a lot of deep, inner changes while in this area, and not all of the changes are pleasant. You
may experience a side of life that you rarely encounter, possibly visiting people who are dying, or in unusual

circumstances. Handled properly, you can find renewed inner strength, but you could also feel overwhelmed or
emotionally depressed from the situations you encounter.

IC Triseptile Neptune       (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)
        This astrological influence is subtle and may be difficult to notice. Your ideals and dreams mature and
deepen here, but can become a bit dormant if you allow them to.

MC Conjunct fixed star Agena       (Orb: 0 Deg 21 Min)
        You tend to speak too quickly for your own good in this locality. Your career flourishes if sharp, insightful
remarks are desired. Otherwise, you benefit from thinking before speaking.

IC Conjunct fixed star Almach       (Orb: 0 Deg 26 Min)
        Family members find you a lot of fun to be around in this locale. You have lots of entertaining ideas and help

your family to find amusements that everyone will enjoy.

IC Conjunct fixed star Polaris       (Orb: 0 Deg 45 Min)
        In spiritual matters, you are relaxed and comfortable in this locality. Your family and household thrive in this

region with your help, and individual family members achieve respect here.
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Procyon on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 39 Min)
        You tend to be bull-headed when in this locality. You may lack judgment in the selection of associates, who
tend to take what they want, regardless of the law.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           0
Detailed Friendship and Family:  0
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             330
Optimism and Opportunity:        0
Education and Communication:     0
Culture and Creativity:          0
Responsibility and Focus:        1000
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      0

5: RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL    22S54  43W14   15 PI 44   15 SA 43

*** Descendant Square Mercury ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min)

        There is some resistence to your ideas in this area. You may find that simple negotiations or communications
sometimes require extra effort to ensure that are communicated clearly. With some effort and adjustment,

however, you can succeed in your efforts.

*** IC Quadnovile Neptune ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 09 Min)
        Your imagination and artistic creativity are supported in this geographic area. You enjoy the art and creative
work of others.

*** Ascendant 7/16 Pluto       (Orb: 0 Deg 01 Min)
        You undergo a lot of deep, inner changes while in this area, and not all of the changes are pleasant. You
may experience a side of life that you rarely encounter, possibly visiting people who are dying, or in unusual
circumstances. Handled properly, you can find renewed inner strength, but you could also feel overwhelmed or

emotionally depressed from the situations you encounter.

* Ascendant Trine Mars *      (Orb: 3 Deg 46 Min)
        You are able to gain the cooperation and interest of others in this area. Good teamwork and cooperation

leads to success. A good place to accomplish tasks that require the cooperation of others. You get your life in
good working order here.

* Ascendant Trine Neptune *      (Orb: 2 Deg 09 Min)
        You enjoy creative and imaginative times with others while in this area. You may act in uncharacteristically
silly or childish ways - and enjoy it! A good place to spark your imagination and creativity.

* Ascendant Sextile Saturn *      (Orb: 3 Deg 58 Min)
        You take on serious work in this area and you are able to successfully accomplish tasks. You are
responsible and hard-working, and others treat you with respect. Unless other astrological factors indicate

otherwise, you may be a bit too serious or lonely in this area.

* IC SemiSextile Sun *      (Orb: 0 Deg 33 Min)

        In this area there are good career and work opportunities, but some adjustment and flexibility is required of
you because your work is likely to change in ways that you had not anticipated or hoped for.

* Ascendant Binovile Venus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 40 Min)
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        Loving and caring relationships are likely to develop in your life if you stay in this area.

* IC Binovile Moon *      (Orb: 0 Deg 12 Min)
        A good place for domestic life. Over time you develop very good friends, who become like family.

Descendant Conjunct Pluto       (Orb: 7 Deg 40 Min)
        You will encounter people in this area that are likely to have a big effect on your life. Perhaps they will
become life-long friends or change the direction of your life in some way. There is likely to be both good and bad
effects from these relationships; the relationships cannot be avoided, but how you handle them is up to you.

Descendant Trine Venus       (Orb: 4 Deg 35 Min)

        You are able to make a beautiful life here; you may find that your manner of dress and home take on a
more attractive quality than they have in other places. Romantic relationships and good friendships are favored.

Descendant Square Mars       (Orb: 4 Deg 51 Min)
        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, perhaps team sports, and
other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to avoid arguments and hostility because there is a
tendency for hostility to arise when frustrations are encountered.

Descendant Sesquiquadrate Saturn      (Orb: 1 Deg 03 Min)
        Life is likely to take on a more serious tone than you anticipated while in this area. Responsibilities to others
tend to take up a great deal of time, and you may find that you have little time to "play" or relax.

Descendant Quintile Sun       (Orb: 1 Deg 13 Min)
        Professional employment opportunities are strong in this area, and you are likely to succeed in your

profession here.

IC Novile Saturn       (Orb: 1 Deg 02 Min)
        You are able to focus attention on your work and interests and make significant progress while in this area.

You are also able to get help from others when you need it.

Achernar on (just above) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 38 Min)

        In this location you are generally happy and successful. You adhere to philosophical or religious beliefs and
may be inclined to read or study philosophy.

Mizar on (just below) Horizon   (Orb: 0 Deg 27 Min)
        Your interest in the arts and performance is enhanced in this location. You meet many people here who
have better than average artistic and performance skills.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           57
Detailed Friendship and Family:  573
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             452
Optimism and Opportunity:        0
Education and Communication:     15
Culture and Creativity:          15
Responsibility and Focus:        0
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      0

6: LAS VEGAS CITY P.O., NM   35N35'38" 105W13   24 SA 57   13 LI 35
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*** Descendant Conjunct Mercury ***     (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)
        You become involved in a great deal of communication here, and you may be asked to speak or become
involved with the local media. You are active and tend to be mentally alert and active here.

*** Ascendant Trine Venus ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 23 Min)
        You are able to make a beautiful life here; you may find that your manner of dress and home take on a
more attractive quality than they have in other places. Romantic relationships and good friendships are favored.

*** Descendant Trine Mars ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 53 Min)
        You are able to gain the cooperation and interest of others in this area. Good teamwork and cooperation

leads to success. A good place to accomplish tasks that require the cooperation of others. You get your life in
good working order here.

*** Descendant Trine Neptune ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 18 Min)
        You enjoy creative and imaginative times with others while in this area. You may act in uncharacteristically
silly or childish ways - and enjoy it! A good place to spark your imagination and creativity.

*** Descendant Sextile Saturn ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 30 Min)
        You take on serious work in this area and you are able to successfully accomplish tasks. You are
responsible and hard-working, and others treat you with respect. Unless other astrological factors indicate
otherwise, you may be a bit too serious or lonely in this area.

*** Descendant Square Pluto ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 16 Min)
        You undergo a lot of deep, inner changes while in this area, and not all of the changes are pleasant. You

may experience a side of life that you rarely encounter, possibly visiting people who are dying, or in unusual
circumstances. Handled properly, you can find renewed inner strength, but you could also feel overwhelmed or
emotionally depressed from the situations you encounter.

*** MC Square Sun ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 26 Min)
        You are likely to find yourself struggling for a balance between work and home responsibilities while in this
area. There are opportunities for advancement, but they do not come easy. This is a challenging place for you,

but the challenges can bring rewards.

* IC Quintile Mercury *      (Orb: 0 Deg 21 Min)

        You meet intelligent people who inspire you to learn more. A good place for developing intellectually.

* Ascendant Biquintile Mercury *      (Orb: 0 Deg 44 Min)
        A good place for learning and refining your skills.

* Ascendant Biseptile Uranus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 25 Min)
        Balancing your desire for greater independence with your responsibilities to others is a theme that is strong

while you are in this area, and it will create stress in relationships if not handled well.

Ascendant Trine Pluto       (Orb: 4 Deg 26 Min)

        You do things with passion and conviction while in this area. Others may enlist you to participate in their
zealous mission. Fortunately, these activities, in general, are likely to be of a positive nature.

MC SemiSquare Mars       (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)

        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, perhaps team sports, and
other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to avoid arguments and hostility because there is a
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tendency for hostility to arise when frustrations are encountered.

IC SemiSquare Venus       (Orb: 1 Deg 04 Min)
        Romantic relationships are likely to be strong, but also require some adjustments and face some challenges.

If you handle situations wisely, you can make a happy life, but you do need to make some changes to your life
style and your way of relating to others.

MC 7/16 Saturn       (Orb: 0 Deg 31 Min)
        This geographic area is a very tricky one for you. It is likely that you will move or visit this area when you
are undergoing a major life change, or considerable self-doubt. This area can be good for self-questioning and
re-orienting but in the long run, tends to present obstacles and challenges to both your career and home life.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           439
Detailed Friendship and Family:  351
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             375
Optimism and Opportunity:        190
Education and Communication:     958
Culture and Creativity:          958
Responsibility and Focus:        0
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      62

7: WASHINGTON, D.C.          38N53'42" 77W02'12"   20 CP 04   13 SC 08

*** Ascendant Sextile Neptune ***    (Orb: 1 Deg 30 Min)

        You enjoy creative and imaginative times with others while in this area. You may act in uncharacteristically
silly or childish ways - and enjoy it! A good place to spark your imagination and creativity.

*** Descendant Sextile Venus ***    (Orb: 0 Deg 03 Min)

        You are able to make a beautiful life here; you may find that your manner of dress and home take on a
more attractive quality than they have in other places. Romantic relationships and good friendships are favored.

*** Ascendant Square Venus ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 34 Min)

        Romantic relationships are likely to be strong, but also require some adjustments and face some challenges.
If you handle situations wisely, you can make a happy life, but you do need to make some changes to your life
style and your way of relating to others.

*** Descendant Square Neptune ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 11 Min)
        You are likely to encounter artists, fervently religious or mystically oriented people. Some people are

sincere, but others are lying to themselves and will consequently prove to be less sincere than you originally
thought. Broken promises and deception are possible, so be cautious in following someone who can talk a good
line, but may not have the character to support it.

* IC Conjunct Saturn *      (Orb: 5 Deg 10 Min)
        Responsibilities and obligations may feel overwhelming at times. You may find it difficult to enlist the help of
others. This geographic area tends to be challenging and stressful. Focus on what is important and keep a

positive outlook, and you can keep your life on track.

* Descendant Sextile Pluto *      (Orb: 3 Deg 11 Min)

        You do things with passion and conviction while in this area. Others may enlist you to participate in their
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zealous mission. Fortunately, these activities, in general, are likely to be of a positive nature.

* MC Trine Sun *      (Orb: 3 Deg 16 Min)
        Your vocational activities run smoothly here. Employment opportunities are good for you, and you are able

to find a harmonious work environment. This also helps you create a stable and harmonious home life as well.

* Descendant Square Mars *      (Orb: 2 Deg 30 Min)
        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, perhaps team sports, and
other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to avoid arguments and hostility because there is a
tendency for hostility to arise when frustrations are encountered.

* Ascendant SemiSquare Moon *      (Orb: 0 Deg 50 Min)
        You are likely to feel alienated from the social customs of this area. Interestingly, this is true regardless of
what the social customs are! With some adjustments, you can feel comfortable here, but it does require some
effort.

* IC SemiSquare Moon *      (Orb: 1 Deg 00 Min)
        You are likely to feel alienated from the social customs of this area. Interestingly, this is true regardless of

what the social customs are! With some adjustments, you can feel comfortable here, but it does require some
effort.

* Ascendant Septile Mars *      (Orb: 0 Deg 27 Min)
        A good place to work on joint projects with others, particularly with long-range goals. This astrological

influence is subtle and you may not consciously recognize it.

* MC Novile Uranus *      (Orb: 0 Deg 12 Min)
        Colleagues and co-workers are likely to have some interesting ideas, and you find that there is acceptance
and tolerance for different opinions among these people.

Descendant Conjunct Sun       (Orb: 6 Deg 53 Min)
        Important relationships develop here. A friend may help you get a better job, for example, or you might
form a business partnership. You are well-received by others, and make a strong impact on the local community.

Ascendant Trine Mercury       (Orb: 5 Deg 40 Min)
        Negotiations and communications with others go smoothly, and consequently you are able to achieve a

good deal here. You meet interesting people and learn a good deal here.

Descendant Square Saturn       (Orb: 4 Deg 24 Min)
        Life is likely to take on a more serious tone than you anticipated while in this area. Responsibilities to others

tend to take up a great deal of time, and you may find that you have little time to "play" or relax.

Descendant Septile Jupiter       (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)

        You find that there are people, clubs, and activities that welcome you and make you feel at home.
Sometimes the people and activities do not seem extremely important to you, but are pleasant and enjoyable.

Descendant Septile Uranus       (Orb: 1 Deg 10 Min)
        In this geographic region you encounter unexpected events and surprises. Plans often do not work out as
intended, and although at times the surprises are good, too often the disruptions are unwelcome and unhelpful.

Ascendant Biquintile Pluto       (Orb: 1 Deg 23 Min)
        You encounter some interesting and unusual people. Artists, business people, and others who pursue their
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dream with passion can inspire you and awaken your own inner resources.

Descendant Septile Jupiter       (Orb: 1 Deg 27 Min)
        Professional and business relationships work out well in this area, and you are able to find good service

people (doctor, dentist, car mechanic, plumber, etc.) to work with.

Descendant Septile Uranus       (Orb: 1 Deg 10 Min)
        Balancing your desire for greater independence with your responsibilities to others is a theme that is strong
while you are in this area, and it will create stress in relationships if not handled well.

MC Novile Jupiter       (Orb: 1 Deg 24 Min)

        In this geographic area you are likely to get assistance periodically from others which helps you achieve a
healthy and happy life style.

MC Novile Pluto       (Orb: 1 Deg 06 Min)
        In this geographic area you pursue your work and interests with some degree of passion and commitment,
and you will find yourself getting deeply involved in local activities.

IC Opposition Moon/Mercury       (Orb: 1 Deg 16 Min)
        This area of the world is a comfortable place for you to be. Relations with colleagues and coworkers are
likely to be amicable and pleasant, and you are able to communicate well with others.

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location

Friendship and Family:           257
Detailed Friendship and Family:  1000
Love and Romance:                0
Vocation and Career:             1000
Optimism and Opportunity:        0
Education and Communication:     0
Culture and Creativity:          0
Responsibility and Focus:        327
Imagination and Inspiration:     0
Excitement and Instability:      0
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